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Abstract: In this day and age of challenging post-publication peer review and heightened academic
scrutiny, editors serve an increasingly important role in screening submissions and managing the
quality of information that is published in scholarly journals. Publishers compete for an intellectual
market while commercial publishers compete for a commercial share of the market. The assumption
argued in this perspective is that having editorial positions in competing journals or publishers (CJPs)
may represent competing intellectual, professional and/or financial interests. Thus, based on this
assumption, an editor would be expected to show loyalty to a single entity (journal or publisher).
Editorial positions on the editorial boards of CJPs, as well as conflicts, financial or other, should be
clearly indicated for all editors on the editorial board page of a journal’s website, for transparency.
In science and academia, based on these arguments, the author is of the belief that editors should
thus generally not serve on the editorial boards of CJPs, or only under limited and fully transparent
conditions, even if they serve as editors voluntarily. The author recognizes that not all academics,
including editors, might agree with this perspective, so a wider debate is encouraged.
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1. Editors’ Responsibilities in Academic Publishing: A Debate on Hidden Conflicts

Editors are one essential component that contributes to the survival and continuity
of a journal, especially in a highly competitive academic market where there are multiple
competing journals and publishers (CJPs). What is often rarely known publicly, because
editorial selection processes are almost always opaque and veiled from the public and
academia, is how editors and editors-in-chief (EICs) are selected, based on what criteria,
and with what qualifications [1]. Such opacity is antithetic to basic tenets of open science [2].

Editors have a wide range of responsibilities [3]: they are responsible for and are
expected to safeguard the integrity of the literature that is published in their journals, as
well as to ensure honest reporting of research findings, make decisions based on princi-
ples of fairness, respect, lack of bias or conflicts of interest (COIs), i.e., impartiality, and
transparently implement and verify clear, visible and publishing policies, including those
related to misconduct, post-publication peer review, whistle-blowing and the respect of
authors’ rights, including challenges to editors. As a subset of their responsibilities toward
academia and the public, editors’ COIs should be clearly indicated on their public cur-
riculum vitae (CVs) [4] and on journals’ web pages of editorial boards [5]. Despite this
natural assumption, such details are frequently not observed for editors on editorial boards,
even of journals that claim to espouse ethical standards established by the Committee on
Publication Ethics (COPE) and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors
(ICMJE) [6].

As journals and publishers employ social media to promote journal content, policy
and perspectives, social media editors have the responsibility of offering a promotive role
and engaging proactively with the academic community and the public, but such editors
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might feel that their efforts are underappreciated and insufficiently rewarded [7], while the
potential risk of offering a biased “positive” perspective of a journal is an issue that has yet
to be debated.

Some editors or EICs, referred to as “zombie” editors, remain on the editorial boards
of journals despite having a proven public record of erroneous literature, misconduct
and/or debatable ethical stances [8]. Such editors are a risk to editorial integrity because
they can, via bias, influence the flow of ideas in the literature [9]. Should such CJPs not
be called out, and should editors or EICs that serve on their boards not be removed from
their editorial position, based on the principle that they have violated basic principles
of honesty [10]? Some editors continue to exist on editorial boards, even after they have
deceased [11]. These editors need to be promptly removed from the editorial board to
reflect an accurate editorial constituency but should form part of a historical “former”
editorial board member list of former and deceased editors that publicly recognizes their
often voluntary contribution, similar to unpaid peer reviewers [12], to the journal and to
its standing. Deceased “former” editors can be simply indicated by a “†” mark.

High ethical standards, especially pertaining to openness and transparency, are re-
quired of editors because they have a responsibility that extends beyond the self and
impacts both their academic community (sensu stricto) and the public (sensu lato) [13].

2. Editors’ Hidden and Stated Conflicts of Interest

When COIs are deliberately or intentionally concealed, this constitutes an ethical
infraction [14,15], and is equivalent to, and a form of, cheating [16]. This ethical infrac-
tion may be compounded by the failure to recognize it as such, either through denial or
avoidance [17,18], due to moral stagnation [19] or moral dissonance [20], resistance to
disclose a hidden COI, the inability to appreciate an undeclared editorial position on a CJP
editorial board as a moral issue, or due to peer pressure not to disclose such a competing
position [21]. In any of these cases, the greatest risk is that an empowering or impositional
editor, or an editor of higher rank, such as an EIC, might impose their moral stance on other
editors, thereby “forcing” them to adopt the same (un)ethical or morally dubious stance.
In academic publishing, no term currently exists to describe a situation in which an editor
might be forced, or feel pressure, to retire from the editorial board for not conforming
to ethical standards they do not agree with or abide by. The closest concept to describe
an individual that forces another individual to accept a moral stance against their will is
coercion. When such behavior extends itself to the entire editorial board, or to all journals
under a publisher’s umbrella, without due recognition of the intrinsic moral lapse, then
failure may be institutional [22]. In academic publishing, this is at the level of editorial
board, journal or publisher. Medical education is one field of research that is apparently
suffering from hidden COIs [23].

There are likely also editors who serve on the editorial boards of CJPs that cannot
appreciate the existence of dishonesty in hidden or undeclared COIs because they hold
a “morally superior” belief that their position, even if potentially unethical, is somehow
morally defensible [24] because they feel they are performing an act of “greater good”
for the academic community, namely editing work. Moral disengagement, specifically
attempted moral justification for a morally indefensible position, as can be observed in
some corporate circles [25], has not been discussed much within academic publishing.
Such editors, who are oblivious of their own hidden COIs or who deny their existence, but
who expect the authorship that they preside over to declare such COIs, not only display a
moral sense of entitlement, they also exercise ethical exceptionalism or a dual structure of
morals [26]. Consequently, the journals they represent display a disorganized fractured
moral structure [27]. Is turning a blind eye to hidden editorial COIs the “cost” of editorial
contribution [28]? If so, is a journal whose editors hide, conceal or fail to reveal COIs
in need of managerial restructuring [29] or moral reengineering and reeducation [30] to
appreciate their flawed ethical position?
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The ICMJE provides a simple COI form in PDF format that could be completed within
a few minutes, even less when there are no COIs to declare, and such a form could be
easily posted online at a journal’s website, so there are few functional or structural excuses
for editors to not display COIs. An editor without COIs has the simplest statement of
all: “<Name> declares no conflicts of interest”. Even this simple bureaucratic addition,
similar to a signature signed before a report is assigned as opposed to after [31], could
have a positive impact on decreasing dishonesty as well as increasing transparency and
accountability, although the seriousness with which authors sign COI forms, and how COIs
can be independently verified, merits more study.

3. When Editors Protest Moral, Ethical or Ideological Differences with Journals
or Publishers

The mass conformation of an editorial board to abide by ethical standards is the
standard and expected practice, or the golden rule, while the mass conformation of an
editorial board to abide by unethical standards is incomprehensible and unacceptable. The
latter is fortified by cases of mass resignation of editors that protest what they collectively
perceive to be an unethical or unacceptable stance or practice by a publisher, as was
briefly suggested in the previous section, highlighted by several (non-exhaustive set of)
examples next.

The mass resignation of the entire editorial board of Wiley’s European Law Journal was
to protest the loss of academic freedom to make editorial member selections [32]. Most on
the editorial board of Wiley’s Diversity and Distributions protested the publisher’s apparent
interference in editorial independence as well as the journal’s transition to a costly open
access (OA) article processing cost (APC)-based publishing model [33]. Wiley rebutted the
former claims [34]. The protest actions by Diversity and Distributions editors reflected greater
concerns and upheaval that academics and academic societies face during the transition to
an OA APC-based model from a subscription-based model [35]. To protest the publisher’s
OA policies, or lack thereof, the entire editorial board of Elsevier’s Journal of Combinatorial
Theory, Series A resigned and established their own independent OA journal, Combinatorial
Theory [36]. The protest of OA fees or APCs is not a new phenomenon at Elsevier, and in
2015, the entire editorial board of Lingua resigned en masse to protest excessively high APCs
and to start a new OA journal, Glossa [37]. Similarly, the entire editorial board of Elsevier’s
Journal of Informetrics resigned en masse to protest excessively high APCs, starting a new
OA journal, Quantitative Science Studies, published by MIT Press [38]. A Springer Nature
OA mega journal, Scientific Reports, saw the resignation of 19 Johns Hopkins researchers
from its editorial board after the journal refused to retract a paper based on claims of
plagiarism, and even though the paper was eventually retracted [39], the editors that
had resigned were apparently not reinstated to the journal’s editorial board. A Taylor &
Francis journal, Building Research and Information, saw the mass resignation of members
of its editorial board after the publisher forcefully attempted to terminate the contract of
its EIC [40].

These cases indicate clearly that there can be serious and deep moral, intellectual and
ethical differences between editors and the journals or publishers they serve, as well as
struggles for editorial independence and unity, fortifying the notions that editorial conflicts
are real, tangible, have real-life consequences and that positions in CJPs should be declared.
Thus, the editors of these new off-shoot journals that are the product of protest and dissent
have the responsibility of noting their moral or ethical position in COI statements on the
editorial board pages of journals and on their CVs, as well as their active involvement
and participation in these conflicts. If pride was taken in showing dissent, and if personal
and professional sacrifice accompanied a firm moral stance, then the failure of dissenting
editors to declare their actions and position in COI statements on the editorial board pages
of the new journal and on their CVs would, to some extent, ironically speak to a lack of
transparency. Secrecy, shame, regret or fear of reputational harm are the most plausible
explanations for hiding true aspects such as COIs [41].
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4. The Global Publishing Market: Editors Might Serve in Competing Journals
or Publishers

Global publishing is a highly competitive and extremely profitable, multi-billion-
dollar market with CJPs vying not only for intellectual property rights, but also a larger
market space with models that can sometimes be perceived as being exploitative [42].
Editors benefit from performing their tasks (e.g., experience, knowledge mining), but the
exploitation of labor arises since the market has few buyers (i.e., standalone journals or
publishers) of these labor services, depressing the wage rate below what it would be if the
market had many buyers [42], i.e., the proverbial “squeezing the lemon dry” [12]. However,
in this scenario, it is likely that demand for highly qualified editors outweighs supply,
so one can frequently observe editors who serve on the editorial boards of one or more
CJPs. Some possible or plausible reasons why this may be are: (1) the supply of highly
qualified editors with suitable expertise is very restricted [43]; (2) the wages paid to be an
editor are so low that demand for these services exceeds the supply of services (the market
is big enough to keep wages suppressed), i.e., an editor “market” in which editors are
treated as “dispensable” or “replaceable” assets; (3) if editors are not paid for their services,
why would they want to serve, apart from prestige? In this case, quantity supplied is low
and quantity demanded is high since the market product (journals) is expanding [44]; (4)
underpaid labor leads to loss of motivation, and poor motivation in turn stimulates bad
work [45]. This may result in demotivated editors, editorial oversight and subsequently the
escape of “bad” science into the literature stream that did not receive sufficiently rigorous
editorial review. Curiously, there does not seem to be any literature pertaining to the loss
of editorial motivation within an academic publishing context, especially as it becomes
exposed to an increasing number of threats to its integrity, placing a greater weight of
responsibility on the shoulders of editors. This issue needs to be urgently researched.

In this highly lucrative—but competitive—academic publishing industry that is also
threatened by “predatory” journals or publishers, entities that it is still unable to classify
with clarity and unable to effectively deal with [46], the desire (perhaps even desperation)
to hold on to free highly skilled editorial labor may be a matter of survival or death for
CJPs. The failure of a journal, publisher or editors to strictly uphold ethical principles
they espouse in public on their journal websites should count toward their classification as
“predatory” [47]. Even though the precise identity of “predatory” journals or publishers
remains unclear [46], one “predatory” characteristic is irrefutable, namely the failure to
uphold established ethical publishing principles [48].

5. Editors in Competing Journals and Publishers: Professional and Ethical Considerations

In this highly conflicted, competitive and exploitative publishing environment, jour-
nals will likely, but understandably, attempt to retain and defend their editors and EICs,
even those in CJPs, independent of or oblivious to the conflicts that these pose. However,
in an academically corporate publishing market [49], positions—including apparently con-
tradictory (e.g., billion-dollar profits versus free labor) ones—may be morally indefensible.

An addition was made to a white paper published by the Council of Science Editors
(CSE), in May of 2018, pertaining to editors or EICs in CJPs [50]. That addition offers several
relevant fascinating statements and discussion points, indicated as verbatim quotations,
with additional notes by the author:

1. “Importantly, these considerations are most relevant to situations where the editor
has decision-making authority over manuscripts for more than one journal and/or
influence on more than one journal’s editorial policies.” Decision-making authority
over manuscripts that are submitted to competing journals, which may also involve
the selection of peer reviewers [51], might compromise editorial neutrality, especially
if they are linked to editorial policies. Inherent bias, including selection bias [52],
might favor publications sent to one CPJ over another if handled by the same editor.
To eliminate such bias, should editors have their right to editorial independence,
or should their principles and guidelines be guided by “outsourced” guidelines
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(e.g., those created by COPE or the ICMJE)? Not only is there an increasing call
for editorial independence from economic and political interests [53], but also from
external “ethical” influence.

2. “Having the same scholar as gatekeeper for manuscripts on any given subject area
for more than one of the primary journal outlets in a field is unhealthy because
it gives that person undue influence over what is being published in that field.”
This statement is self-explanatory, but the issue would become more acute as the
field of study becomes narrower and, thus, the number of available expert editors
becomes scanty. This statement is also fascinating because it suggests that, to some
extent, editors can influence the literature or control the flow of information, either
by controlling what gets accepted and released into the literary domain or blocked
through rejection.

3. “[ . . . ] researchers should disclose all of their existing editorial board commitments
when they are approached about taking on an additional editorial role and the editors
who are recruiting them should take those other commitments into consideration.”
This suggests that editors and EICs of CJPs should refrain from accepting individuals
to their editorial board if knowledge of this COI exists. In other words, editors
and EICs should make a conscientious decision to support only a single journal.
This raises the issues of editorial “ownership” (i.e., do journals or publishers “own”
editors?) and editorial “exclusivity” (i.e., do journals or publishers expect “their”
editors to only/exclusively assist/serve them?), especially if they are under contract
with term limits. The issue of editorial ownership and its intersection with editorial
independence is considerably well explored and debated in journalism [54], but not in
academic publishing. Regarding the issue of exclusivity, the content of such contracts
or agreements is generally unknown because they are likely limited by confidentiality
or non-disclosure clauses, but this issue needs to be explored in detail because it is
another opaque aspect of academic publishing that limits the ability to achieve a state
of truly open science. Does the wording in such contracts violate ethics of COIs or
explicitly limit or forbid individuals from serving on the editorial boards of two or
more CJPs? Work contracts are bound by established codes of ethics [55,56], and this
applies equally to the employment of an editor by a journal or publisher, even if they
work for free. Several cases of mass resignations from editorial boards described
earlier in this paper offer some insight into the potential problems that can arise when
editors serve CJPs, fail to reveal COIs, or are at a moral or ethical crossroads with the
journal or publisher that they serve within their contractual bounds.

4. “If the number of manuscripts that the editor is expected to handle for each journal is
high, their ability to assess all of them thoroughly and in a timely manner may be com-
promised.” Many editors and EICs are themselves academics who conduct research
and publish. They thus often have responsibilities associated with that work, and
stress or pressure caused by severe time and other constraints. Effective, dedicated
and timely editorial handling may be compromised by excessive tasks, overbur-
dening editors and ultimately victimizing authors, e.g., in manuscript mishandling,
excessively long editorial decisions [57] or unfair desk rejections [58].

6. Conclusions, Limitations, and Challenges

As can be appreciated from this discussion and the arguments set forth in this opinion
piece, serving simultaneously as an editor or EIC for two or more CPJs invokes issues and
conflicts related to loyalty, trust, unique dedication, COIs, morals and ethics, time and
resource management and opacity versus transparency, aspects that need greater debate
(and resolution) by academia—who may have differing opinions and viewpoints—and
stricter regulation by policy makers.

Although this issue represents the author’s opinion, wider debate is needed, in partic-
ular the decision and ultimate judgement of whether such positions on CJPs constitute un-
ethical behavior, or if they are simply morally unacceptable publishing value systems [59],
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especially since COIs can be widespread and range widely, depending on the context [60].
In this opinion piece, several arguments pertaining to editors, their positions, and their
responsibilities, are made: (1) given their position as gatekeepers of truth and the valid-
ity and integrity of academic information, editors have many responsibilities, primarily
toward authors, journals, publishers, their academic community and finally the public;
(2) for transparency, editors should declare any and all COIs on journals’ editorial board
pages and on their CVs; (3) serving on CJPs may constitute a professional and potentially
financial COI; therefore, to remove any doubt, to be ethically safe and to reflect the fullest
possible openness and transparency, such positions on CJPs should be declared in editor
profiles on the editorial board of a journal’s webpage and on an editor’s CV; (4) even if
COIs do not exist, the lack of COIs should be declared; and (5) wider debate is needed
within the academic community to determine whether the failure of editors to declare
COIs should be considered a form of misconduct. Given that editors are traditionally
considered as the pinnacle of leadership in the publishing ecosystem with an established
ethical core [61], and are, based on their leadership position alone, perceived as “good
people” [62] and are also, to some extent, a type of public policy maker [63] since they
establish and/or impose publishing policy for authors, the assessment of hidden COIs as a
possible form of misconduct needs more debate and resolution. However, since “truth”
cannot, and should not, be determined by blind trust alone, the existence or absence of
COIs needs to be clearly indicated on editorial boards, as COI statements for each editor,
including their position as editors of CJPs. Finally, given that there is a financial component
to CJPs, especially for-profit ones, the legal consequences of hidden editorial COIs also
require a spirited debate [64].

Clues to aid academic publishing could be drawn from some arguments that have
been put forward regarding the issue of “disclosure” in the patient–physician relationship,
resulting in bias caused by two claimed mechanisms: “strategic exaggeration (the tendency
to provide more biased advice to counteract anticipated discounting) and moral licensing
(the often unconscious feeling that biased advice is justifiable because the advisee has been
warned)” [65]. While those arguments certainly do have weighting and importance in a
clinical setting, their application cannot be literally transposed to the field of academic
publishing. Within an academic context, “moral licensing” could be used to refer to situations
where someone does something that is considered to be highly ethical but that allows the
person to engage in unethical behavior, because they consider that it is “justified” by a
previous ethical deed. The world of academic publishing evolved considerably in the past
decade, and in these years, there are more actual or apparent threats to all parties (authors,
editors, journals, publishers) and thus also to academic integrity, such as “predatory”
publishing or paper mills and their lack of distinction or detection by even the most
seasoned editors [66].

While some readers, especially editors who in fact do hold editorial positions on the
editorial boards of CJPs, and editors who are in fact hiding or not declaring COIs might feel
challenged—or threatened—by the perspectives in this commentary, they are invited to
reflect on the following question: what ethical or moral advantage is there, what example
is set and what message is sent to readers and authors if editors do not declare their COIs,
even if they have none to declare? These provocative ideas may hopefully stimulate greater
debate, inward reflection and eventual reform by such editors and the CJPs they serve,
through a process of expanded moral awareness [67].

This paper offers an opinion regarding the issue of CJPs within the wider context of
editors’ positions, status and related responsibilities. As some journals or publishers seek
to managerially restructure their publishing operations, or implement moral reengineering
of their editorial ranks, the issues raised in this paper will become all the more pertinent.
Undoubtedly, quantitative studies that assess the extent of the lack of written or stated
COIs for editors are needed. These can be conducted in the future at various scales: within
a journal, a publisher’s journal fleet, academic field of study or geographic location. As
one example of the ethical leadership setting a correct example, all COPE Trustees [68],
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who are the de facto leadership of this organization, have COI statements on their online
profiles. Similarly, editors, who are also individuals that hold an ethical leadership position,
could—and should—similarly display their COIs, including positions in CJPs.
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